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Abstracts: Organisations often focus on the “idea-creation” phase and less on the
perception of problems and opportunities. In some cases it works, e.g. the discovery
of the steam machine was a pure idea which triggered the industrial revolution, yet
usually, innovating is merely hard work. On the other side, specific business problems
are a crucial starting point for the “ideation” phase. Since the problem is often unclear
or hidden, this starting point is usually forgotten, thus bringing additional confusion
into the invention process. Hence, this phase is often called the fuzzy-front-end of
innovation which is the focus of the paper. Firstly, the obstacles in solving innovation –
entrepreneurial problems will be presented, e.g. incorrect assessment of circumstances.
We will also present one of the crucial starting points concepts related to the importance
of focusing on the future challenges. The aforementioned obstacles and concepts
served as guidance for the one of the first monographs which systematically addresses
the fuzziness of the problem phase which will also be briefly presented. Last but not
least - we will try to explain our attitude towards problems. We strongly believe that if we
“catch” and understand a problem at its roots, solutions can often prove to be easier to
create. In other words, a well-defined problem often hides the solution as an inherent
part of itself. Therefore, the art of managing innovation problems and opportunities
enables a person to get rid of the “fuzzy-front-end of innovation” fear. Hence, problems
are turned into opportunities and fear becomes a game; a game of inspiration.
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WHAT AFFECTS INNOVATION?
To innovate or not to innovate is no longer a question for companies in today’s global
and competitive environment - it is a necessity. In this regard, companies and other
organizations concentrate on deciding how much assets and other necessary resources
they are ready to or need to invest in the invention-innovation-diffusion process (IIDP).
Investing in innovations has proven to award economic benefits to firms (Likar, Križaj and
Fatur 2006, Likar 2002, Antončič, Hisrich, Petrin and Vahčič, 2002). Innovation followers
earn just over one euro from each euro invested in innovation, while the innovative ones
earn as much as a tenfold. The benefits are even higher when investing in the management
of the innovation process. However, companies often fail to find additional time, resources
and energy needed for the above-average innovation acceleration in their daily battle for
survival. In spite of the aforementioned, the studies have shown that money is not the key
driver of innovativeness. Liao, Fei and Chen (2007) investigated the influence of knowledge
sharing and absorptive capacity on innovation capability in Taiwan’s knowledge-intensive
industries. They found out that motivation, especially intrinsic, proves to be one of the most
important factors affecting knowledge sharing in a company. Companies with higher levels
of knowledge sharing and consequently absorptive capacity, i.e. “employees’ ability and
motivation to obtain external knowledge and the willingness to use said knowledge in the
firm’s innovation capability” (ibid. 341) demonstrated higher levels of innovativeness. Intrinsic
motivation proved to be an important factor in knowledge transfer to practice in a study by
Arzenšek, Košmrlj and Trunk Širca (2014), as well. Doctoral students and doctorands with
higher levels of intrinsic motivation were more inclined towards sharing their knowledge in
practice (projects with companies and working in companies) than those with low levels of
intrinsic motivation. Knowledge sharing is one of the milestones for innovativeness, even
more so when it is fresh, specialised knowledge as with a newly acquired Ph.D. In addition,
innovation may also be affected by space, as well. Google’s examples of creativity rooms
are well-known, yet space may be observed also in a broader sense - as virtual, as well.
Consumer-Consumer interactions in virtual brand communities affect the generating of
new ideas and incremental innovations, which is additionally amplified by higher human
capital (Wu and Feng, 2010). This type of innovation is successful due to several untypical
characteristics: “democratisation of innovation” (Gruner and Homburg 2000, von Hippel
2005 and Wu and Fang 2010, 572), “collective wisdom of crowds - creative consumers and
underground innovators” who “pursue their own ‘do-it-yourself’ solutions and share their
strategies in solving problems” (ibid). Even in this respect, motivation, especially intrinsic
one - enjoyment for contribution, proves to be one of the key-affecting factors in individuals’
activity in innovation platforms on the internet. Extrinsic motivation - desire for monetary
rewards is an important factor, yet proves to have a lower impact on contribution in virtual
communities than intrinsic motivation (Frey, Lüthje and Haag 2011).
We realised that intrinsic motivation is one of the cornerstones of innovation. In addition,
a comprehensive innovation culture is essential for achieving appropriate innovation and
business results yet not trivial to achieve. In practice, companies often focus on the “ideaqreation” phase and less on the perception of problems and opportunities, which results
in most companies running a risk of missing the global innovation train. In some cases
it works, e.g. the discovery of the steam machine was a pure idea which triggered the
industrial revolution, yet usually, innovating is merely hard work. On the other side, specific
business problems are a crucial starting point for the “ideation” phase. Since the problem
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is often unclear or hidden, this starting point is usually forgotten, thus bringing additional
confusion into the invention process. Hence, this phase is often called the fuzzy-front-end
of innovation.
Focusing on the problem
We strongly believe companies can navigate the fuzzy-front-end of innovation better and
reach higher levels of motivation if the problem phase is managed in an appropriate and
well-structured way. How? By starting at the beginning and focusing on the problem. This
is not a revolutionary approach: the problem phase has only been neglected for somewhat
a while. Even Einstein has pointed out the importance of working on the problem. When
asked how he would approach the saving the world from the total destruction \if given only
an hour time, he answered: “I would dedicate 55 minutes to discovering what the cause
of destruction is and the last 5 minutes to finding a solution.” With merely focusing on
an idea, a company or organisation may miss some key opportunities or may not detect
many undetected or hidden issues that may later become a real problem. This is not just
a case with new market products, yet also with the organisation, processes, strategy and
other “soft” aspects of the operations. All of these are sources of problems and eventually
innovation opportunities.
To innovate means to carry out the entire process from the defining the problem in the preinvention phase, i.e. the “fuzzy-front-end” to the successful implementation of innovations
in practice by applying it ourselves or sell it to others. However, rare authors or studies
pay due attention to the fuzzy-front-end despite its vital role in the innovation process.
Frequently, the judgment about the pre-invention phase begins with the element of idea
(see e.g. Wu and Feng 2010, Sperry and Jetter 2009; Breuer, Hewing, and Steinhoff 2009;
Verworn, Herstatt, and Nagahira 2008; Hüsig and Kohn 2003; Deppe et al. 2002;). Sources
which include an element of opportunity in the pre-invention phase may also be observed
(see e.g. Paasi et al. 2007; Kim and Wilemon 2002), yet only Paasi et al. 2007 explicitly talk
about the problem in connection with the opportunity. In the aforementioned literature an
opportunity relates primarily to pursuing new technologies, discovering niche markets and
potentials, identifying consumer needs, and rarely to pursuing a specific problem in relation
to the existing product, process, business activity, or as a starting point for the creation of
an entirely new product.
Obstacles in Solving Innovation – Entrepreneurial Problems
The cornerstone of the innovative process is the correct understanding of a problem or a
challenge. Sometimes, problems are clearly visible, yet often having the general knowledge
on a problem does not necessarily mean that the underlying causes are really understood.
To wit, a correct definition of a problem substantially facilitates its proper solution. The
reasons for the failure to adequately solve the problem prove to be multiple (Košmrlj, Širok,
Likar 2015; Pompe 2011).
Incorrect assessment of circumstances
The assessment of a manager, entrepreneur, executive head or other persons arises from
the previously generated conception and experiences that led to a partial or incorrect
assessment. This is the basis for further activities, which consequently prove as incorrect.
In doing so, the causes of incorrect assessment may be two:
• inadequate understanding of the problem.
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• incorrect specification of the problem.
We primarily address the perception in connection with the subjective assessments based
on incorrect assumptions and old mind-set, while we talk about the incorrect specification
when we failed to obtain the necessary objective information.
Example: On a long trip a bicycle’s tyre proves to be flat. Since the said tyre has had
several punctures in the same season. We make a stop in a store and buy a puncture
repair kit. When examining the tube, we discover there is no hole and the actual problem is
in the leaking valve. Since we failed to investigate the problem and we relied on previous
experience, we lost time and money. This example depicts an inappropriate perception and
inadequate analysis and, consequently, erroneous specification of the problem.
Insufficient data, information and analyses
Intuition may be one of the most common reasons for managers’ incorrect decisions. In
this respect there are a variety of forms. The first is related to insufficient information,
which leads to incorrect conclusions, since the crucial scenarios are designed without
the necessary professional broadness. Another type of problem is a result of incorrectly
processed data improper methods of analysis or inadequately applied results of analyses
of other cases. The third problem is linked to the “information era”, where we fail to select
the most relevant for a particular case from an abundance of information.
Example: A publishing company launches a new magazine onto the market. Based on an
analysis of the readership of an existing magazine with similar content, an expectation of
300,000 readers is established. However, the company failed to consider that each copy
of the magazine is read by three readers on average, and hence, there are only 100,000
potential customers on the market.
The importance of focusing on the future
Modern innovation strategy must also ensure that the research and development work
and innovation are not always subject to the pressure of business needs. Simply said,
great innovators do not permit any pressures to reverse their look into the future. Thus
according to the AT Kearney study (2014), innovative leaders create separate “engines” for
the management of current business processes and future development, and shall thus be
able to take advantage of the long-term benefits of the growth. As an example, to ensure
the focus on the present and future priorities, IBM builds its business opportunities on three
different time frames: short-term fundamental business opportunities, medium-term growth
prospects and long-term upcoming opportunities. IBM has consciously decided to allocate
a relatively large part of its funds (10 to 15 percent) for the development of long-term
opportunities and they do not ‘sacrifice’ those funds for any immediate priorities or “fighting
fires” in the company (AT Kearney 2014).
This is only one of the examples where successful operations include addressing a problem.
In fact, all organisations face problems that may be visible or concealed, known or yet to
be identified on a daily basis, notwithstanding the relevance and the potential of idea in
the innovation process. “Recognition of the problem is half-way to a solution” is a popular
saying. In our case, this means that a company or organisation that regularly detects and
solves its problems and difficulties (at all levels) is half-way to becoming innovative and
operate more successfully.
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The aforementioned obstacles and concepts served as guidance for the one of the first
monographs which systematically addresses the fuzziness of the problem phase: “The Art
of Managing Innovation Problems and Opportunities” (Košmrlj, Širok, Likar 2015).
For the frame
The book is intended for both those who wish to include elements of innovation in their
academic work processes as well as people who wish to use it in practice and who
would like to structure and improve their existing processes of innovation. It focuses
primarily on the management of the pre-invention phase or so-called fuzzy front end
of innovation, i.e. the identification of problems and innovation opportunities. The Book
brings together a selection of some well and less known methods, together with a number
of newly deliberated techniques and complex web supported approaches. It should be
noted that some of the methods are original. Not only in the Slovenian area, but also
in the wider international scientific community the pre-invention phase proves to be
somewhat neglected. Accordingly, this Book should serve as an original approach aimed
at systemising the fuzziness of the front end of innovation. It is a useful accompanying
tool in the realisation of processes facilitated by curiosity, imagination and the desire to
succeed.

INSPIRATION FOR INNOVATION
Innovation is a playful game. However, there are only a very small percentage of people
who have appropriate motivation, knowledge and competencies to ‘play the game’. For
others, even though they would like to be innovative, the said may present a nightmare.
One of the reasons is its fuzziness, especially in the first phases. People do not know
where to begin, how to create ideas, as they often do not see a problem. If we help them
“catch” and understand a problem at its roots, solutions can often prove to be easier to
create. In other words, a well-defined problem often hides the solution as an inherent part
of itself. Therefore, the art of managing innovation problems and opportunities enables a
person to get rid of the “fuzzy-front-end of innovation” fear. Hence, problems are turned into
opportunities and fear becomes a game.
However, a prerequisite, i.e.– a wish for improvement, remains. Yet in the next moment,
we require specific tools. Firstly, we need time to recognise the situation as a problem,
analyse it and get an insight into the problem and its circumstances. In the next step, we
have to bring together the right people and a simulative environment to pave the way for
an effective generation of ideas. It is crucially important to set up necessary conditions for
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inspiration to do the work and generate numerous problems’ solutions that we call ideas.
Ideas generation is also an essential topic, yet it is another story and a lot of high-quality
material is available about it.
A game of inspiration
An inspiring case comes from a 6-year-old Slovenian girl Pia Alina, who invented an
attractive education game. She derived it from a problem, which she intuitively sensed in
learning mathematics at school. She was good at maths and the teacher asked her to coach
her schoolmates with study problems. As Pia Alina was very sympathetic to the problems
of others, she started thinking about the problem. For years, her parents stimulated her to
be creative and often persuaded her that problems are not a reason for sadness yet an
opportunity for improvement. Based on these starting points, she came up with a surprising
and inspiring solution: a combination of a well-known “Memory” game and a game of basic
maths operations - addition and subtraction. Helped by her parents, she designed a very
simple prototype. In less than one hour after her idea appeared, children started playing
and the potential of the funny and haunting game was discovered.
Later on, the family together developed also a game for learning multiplication and learning
about countries/capitals of the EU. With the help of her parents and a team of professionals,
Pia Alina designed and prepared a formal prototype of the game to test in her school. The
responses of her classmates, their parents, teachers and other experts were very positive
as the game strengthens complex thinking processes as well as the social component of
cooperation. In addition, it is a ‘2 in1’ concept game - a memory game and an innovative
pedagogical learning tool. Her efforts being awarded with a bronze medal at one of the
international invention exhibitions (ARCA), her family decided to file a patent and Pia Alina
became one of the youngest inventers in the world. The family also decided to market the
game. Pia Alina’s success in this endeavour is paved by her brilliant inspiration, yet it is
important to stress that one of the key moments within the invention-innovation process
was a well-defined problem and her personal motivation to produce a solution.
CONCLUSION
Nowadays, the global economy makes innovation a necessity, thus enabling companies to
adapt to the accelerating internationally marked dynamics and fierce global competition.
However, mastering some of the well-known innovation methods or buying the more-orless sophisticated innovation support tools innovations is not a guarantee for success, yet.
Firstly, a clear and well-structured problem enables entry to the ideation phase with clear
goals. Thus, the fuzziness is diminished and a playful ideation phase may begin. However,
when applying those tools in a way to enable, stimulate, and cross-fertilise the inspiration,
the whole innovation process comes alive, vibrant and proliferate. The inspiration thus
presents the fundamental and simultaneously essential moment of the innovation game.
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